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NFL DRAFT 2017 SCOUTING REPORT: DE TACO CHARLTON, MICHIGAN 

*DL grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day 
workouts, leaked Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info 
becomes available 

  

The debate for Taco Charlton as a top 15-30 overall pick in the 2017 NFL Draft 
comes down to personal preference. If you like athleticism that pops off the tape, 
and NFL Combine numbers to make you drool – then you’re going to wonder what 
the big deal is about Charlton, and you’d never consider him for the first-round. If 
you scoff at ‘analytics’ and game tape is your main guide …and if your team probably 
runs a 3-4 defensive scheme – Charlton is a top 15-20 overall prospect for you. 

Taco Charlton is the anti-Myles Garrett. Garrett is all athleticism trying to beat, 
run around/past an offensive tackle, Charlton is more footwork and hand/body 
technique to slip past a blocker to get into the backfield. Garrett’s 40-time wows 
people (4.64) and Charlton’s does not (4.92)…yet, they averaged about the same 
number of sacks and tackles for loss per game in their best college seasons. Garrett 
instantly grabs your attention, Charlton is an ‘acquired taste’. 

Don’t get me wrong, I don’t put Garrett and Charlton on the same stage as edge 
rushers…because the 4.92 Charlton 40-time scares me too. I just believe that the 
pure analytics crowd are wrong to show such a huge gap between the two. 

Watching Charlton on tape is a treat compared to the same old highly athletic 
defensive ends trying to speed rush around the outside trying to get the angle, and 
getting eaten up when they go inside. Charlton comes at pass rushing from various 
angles and techniques. He is a self-professed student of ‘hand’ work (using hands to 
disarm/maneuver a blocker) and various techniques of successful NFL pass rushers 
from the past. He has a spin move that is well-practiced and fantastic. While 
Charlton may lack in athleticism, he makes up the gap in technical skills. 

Charlton is a 4.92 runner, and that’s not good for an NFL translation off the edge…it 
pigeonholes him more as a 3-4 DE prospect. He has above-average agility for his 
size and average to below average speed for his size. Charlton is built to rush the 
passer as a 3-4 end, using cunning versus brute force or speed and adeptly playing 
the run with his reach/length (6’5.5″) and solid agility. For a 3-4 team, Charlton is a 
bit of a homerun prospect. He’d be an OK-ish 4-3, maybe better than I think but I 
like what he brings as a 3-4 DE. 
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The problem some people have getting too excited about Charlton is that he 
flourished as a 4-3 DE last year, and wasn’t that great as a 3-4 DE for Michigan prior 
to that. I would counter with: that knock is from two years prior…before Harbaugh 
arrived with new coordinators. There were questions on Charlton’s effort and work 
ethic in prior years, but I didn’t see that on tape in his 2016 games. I think because 
he plays a more under control, cerebral game without the flashy athleticism 
of Jordan Willis or Myles Garrett that people assume he’s not trying. I think 
analysts have it wrong – they’re looking at Charlton as a 4-3 and then comparing 
him to Willis and Garrett, and it’s the wrong comparison. I think Charlton is a 3-4 DE 
all day and maybe add 10 pounds to be a unique 4-3 DT. 

The Taco Charlton analysis has everything to do with scheme and tape/technique 
versus flash and highlight reel scouting. I’m not sure where Charlton will wind up in 
the draft because of the bias against his ‘non-flashiness’, by some, and I get that, 
but I think he’s going to be a useful/good defensive end in the NFL with some 
upside. 

  

TACO CHARLTON, THROUGH THE LENS OF OUR ‘DE’ SCOUTING ALGORITHM 

14.0 sacks in his last 17 games. 

17.0 TFLs in his last 14 games. 

The last two seasons against Penn State (2x), Ohio State (2x), and Wisconsin (1x), 
Charlton averaged 4.6 tackles, 1.9 TFLs, and 1.3 sacks per game. 

Charlton had four or more tackles in a game in 9 of his last 15 games (60%). Myles 
Garrett 3 times in his last 15 games (20%). Derek Barnett 10 of his last 15 games 
(67%). 

  

NFL COMBINE DATA… 

6’5.5″/277, 34.3″ arms, 9.8″ hands 

4.92 40-time, 1.70 10-yard, 7.17 three-cone, 4.39 shuttle 

25 reps bench press, 33.0″ vertical, 9’8″ broad jump 
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Charlton’s career stats on CFB Reference: http://www.sports-
reference.com/cfb/players/taco-charlton-1.html 

  

  

THE NFL DE PROSPECT THAT TACO CHARLTON MOST COMPARES WITH 

STATISTICALLY IN COLLEGE, WITHIN OUR SYSTEM: 

Our computer model list of comparisons is not amazing. I think it’s not as thrilling, in 
some respect, because a 3-4 DE is so hard to scout/grade for us. Our system leans 
more towards looking for 4-3 defensive end stars because that’s a higher pay grade, 
tougher to find asset. 

http://www.sports-reference.com/cfb/players/taco-charlton-1.html
http://www.sports-reference.com/cfb/players/taco-charlton-1.html
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TABLE 432 

 

 
 
 

 
 

  
 

 

DE-
rating Last First Draft 

Yr College H H Weight Power, 
Strgth 

Speed, 
Agility 

Pass-
Rush 
rating 

Tackle 
rating 

7.26 Charlton Taco 2017 Michigan 6 5.5 277 8.80 3.77 8.25 5.15 

7.44 Kaufusi Bronson 2016 BYU 6 6.4 285 7.66 4.99 7.48 8.36 

9.49 Bowers De'Quan 2011 Clemson 6 3.3 280 6.85 3.09 7.30 7.93 

7.32 Carradine Cornellius 2013 Florida St 6 4.1 276 9.93 0.42 6.76 8.71 

7.00 Jackson Lawrence 2008 USC 6 4.2 271 9.76 5.26 8.26 7.54 

6.64 Hardy Greg 2010 Ole Miss 6 4.0 281 6.54 0.17 5.58 8.42 

1.50 Ealy Kony 2014 Missouri 6 4.0 273 6.36 4.25 5.12 5.01 

5.27 Bequette Jake 2012 Arkansas 6 4.4 274 8.58 7.51 9.61 5.75 
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*A score of 8.00+ is where we see a stronger correlation of DEs going on to become 
NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system and 
indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL DE. 

All of the DE ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or 
above a 10.0 in certain instances. 

Power-Strength Metrics = A combination of several measurements. An attempt to 
classify the DE prospect as more of a battle-in-the-trenches type of DE, a ‘bull-
rusher’, and/or a DE prospect who has some DT capabilities. 

Speed-Agility Metrics = A combination of several speed, agility, size measurements. 
A unique measuring system to look for DEs who profile more as speed-rush, stand-
up DEs, and/or possible OLBs. 

Pass-Rusher Rating = A combination of physical measurables, and college 
performance, graded historically for future NFL profiling. In the simplest of terms, 
this is an attempt to classify whether a particular DE is likely to achieve high sack 
totals in the NFL. We know the ‘system’/scheme the DE goes on to play in has a part 
in future success…but so do the player’s skills and performance history. “You can’t 
keep a good man/DE down,” we’d like to think. 

Tackling Rating = A combination of physical measurables, and college performance, 
graded historically for future NFL profiling. In the simplest of terms, this is an 
attempt to classify the DE as one more likely to be involved in a heavy amount of 
tackles, tackles for a loss, and forced fumbles. Lower-scoring DEs in this subcategory 
tend to be more pure pass-rushers/specialists. This is also our attempt to quantify, if 
it’s possible, the ‘toughness’ of a player.  

  

2017 NFL DRAFT OUTLOOK… 

Draft rankings are all over. I see him top 10 for some, and bottom of the first round 
and into the second round for others. I’ll split the difference and guess he goes 
around pick #20 to a 3-4 base defensive scheme unit. 

NFL OUTLOOK: I’m not sure ‘great’ is on the table, but ‘solid’ and ‘good’ are for sure. I 
think the floor is low and the ceiling is not bad for Charlton…in the right scheme. 
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